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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
The Utah Court of Appeals has original jurisdiction under Utah Code Ann. 
~ §78A-4-103(2)(a)(ii). 
STATEMENT OF ISSUES AND STANDARDS OF REVIEW 
Issue #1: Did the Trial Court err in determining that a joint venture existed 
between Integrita, LLC dba Design-Build Solutions ("Integrita") and TJ 
Enterprises & Acoustical, Inc. ("TJ Enterprises")? 
Standard of Review: It is well established that where the issue is solely one of 
law, as in this instance, this Court is as capable of determining the question as the 
trial court and we are not bound by its conclusions. Betenson v. Call Auto and 
Equipment Sales, Inc., 645 P.2d 684, 686 (Utah 1982). 
v; Preservation of Issue: Issue was preserved upon the filing of Appellants Notice of 
Appeal [R 727-728]. 1 Issue was before the Court [R 746-747] 
Issue #2: Did the Trial Court err in determining that Integrita was an 
association pursuant to U. C.A. §34-28-2( 1 )( c )? 
1 LEGEND: "R" for the Record. "Stip Exh" for Stipulated Exhibits numbered I 
~ through IO in the "EXHIBITS binder. Stip Fact for Facts Parties Stipulated to. 
"P" for Plaintiffs alphabetical exhibits and "D" for Defendants alphabetical 
exhibits admitted at trial. 
Standards of Review: "[Q]uestions of law are reviewed for correctness, and the 
trial court's factual findings are reversed only if clearly erroneous." Landes v. 
Capital City Bank, 795 P.2d 1127, 1129 (Utah 1990)). 
Preservation of Issue: Issue raised at trial [R 7 46-74 7]. Issue preserved upon 
timely Notice of Appeal. [R 727-728] 
Issue #3: Is Wendy Harrison personally liable for Moulton's unpaid wages as 
an agent of Integrita pursuant to §34-28-2( 1 )( c )? 
Standard of Review: It is well established that where the issue is solely one of 
law, as in this instance, this Court is as capable of determining the question as the 
trial court and we are not bound by its conclusions. Betenson v. Call Auto and 
Equipment Sales, Inc., 645 P.2d 684, 686 (Utah 1982). 
Preservation of Issue: Reference to agent mentioned during course of 
litigation and raised during closing argument by the Labor Commission at trial [R 
921 Lines 19-22] Issues before the Court were set forth at the beginning of trial 
and did not include agent liability claim. [R746-747] Issue preserved upon timely 
appeal [R 727-728]. 
Issue #4: Was Moulton an intended third party beneficiary of the contracts 
between Integrita and Horizon Retail Construction, Inc. ("Horizon")? 
Standard of Review: ''We accord a trial court's interpretation of a contract no 
deference and review for correctness." Blosch v. Natixis Real Estate Capital, Inc. 
2 
311 P.3d 1042, 1045 ~p 1 (Utah App. 2013) ref Encon Utah, LLC v. Flour Ames 
Kraemer, LLC 2009 UT 7,210 P.3d 263 ,rt 1 (Utah 2009). 
Preservation of Issue: Petitioners timely filed their appeal herein and therefore 
should be allowed to appeal the issue raised by the Court sua sponte and post-trial. 
[R727-728] Issues before the Court were set forth at the beginning of trial and did 
not include a third party beneficiary claim. [R746-747]. 
DETERMINATIVE LAW 
Issue #1, Joint Venture: The burden of proof to prove a joint venture under Utah 
law is by establishing that each and all five essential elements of a joint venture 
existed between Integrita and TJ Enterprises. Basset v. Baker, 530 P.2d 1, 2 (Utah 
1974). " .... proof of each element of a joint venture must be presented when the 
existence of a joint venture is at issue." Ellsworth Paulsen Constr. Co. v. 51-SPR-
L.L.C., 183 P.3d 248, at Footnote 2 (UT 2008). 
Issue #2: Association: Utah Code Ann. §34-28-2( l )( c) defines "Employer" as one 
~ who employs and an association is one of the classes that may be the employer. 
Thus to be deemed an association under this statute one must be the person or 
entity that employed another. See Heaps v. Nuriche, LLC, 345 P.3d 655 ,r,r14 & 
15, 2015 UT 26 (Utah 2015). 
Issue #3: Liability of Wendy Harrison as agent of Integrita: Utah Code Ann. §34-
~ 
28-2( I)( c) defines Employer and lists those classes and persons who may be the 
~ 3 
employer. Heaps v. Nuriche, LLC, 345 P .3d 655 ,r,r14 & 15, 2015 UT 26 (Utah 
2015) makes it clear that to make an agent of an entity individually liable, that 
agent must also individually be employing the claimant. 
Issue #4: Third Party Beneficiary of Contract: "[a] third party may claim a 
contract benefit only if the parties to the contract clearly express an intention to 
confer a separate and distinct benefit on the third party." Blosch v. Natixis Real 
Estate Capital, Inc. 311 P .3d 1042, 1045 ,r 11 (Utah App. 2013) citing Bybee v. 
Abdulla, 2008 UT 35 ,r36, 189 P.3d 40 (Utah 2008). 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
Appellee, Utah Labor Commission, in an informal administrative hearing, 
determined that Integrita, Wendy Harrison and Design-Build Solutions, LLC 
(hereinafter collectively referred to as "Harrison" or Appellants) performed 
construction projects with Gurule as a joint venture and therefore became severally 
and jointly liable for unpaid wages of Moulton in September 2012. Utah Labor 
Commission issued an Order for Payment against Harrison and Gurule on July 16, 
2015. [R 190-198] Harrison filed a written request for Reconsideration, but such 
was denied. 
Harrison filed on 08/20/2013 a Petition for Review to the Third Judicial 
District Court for a trial de novo [R 1-16]. Following a series of motions for 
summary judgment filed by the parties and denial of the motions, Petitioner 
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Certificate of Readiness for Trial and Request Pretrial Conference on 08/24/2014 
[R556-557] Court conducted a Pre-Trial Conference on 09/18/2014 and scheduled 
trial for 11/05/14 [R 563]. The Parties filed a Joint Stipulation for a new Trial date 
of 11/12/14 [564]. Trial took place on November 12, 2014 [R 578-571] 
This Appeal is from the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order 
entered by the Honorable Robert Faust, Judge of the Third Judicial District Court, 
on January 9, 2015 [711-726] 
STATEMENT OF FACTS RELEVANT TO ISSUES ON APPEAL 
Scott Moulton was hired by Gurule in August 2012 and worked from 
September 3, 2012 through September 18, 2012 [R 712 Stip Fact 2]. Scott 
Moulton worked on five job sites described as The Red Onion, No Boundaries, 
KSL, City Creek and Burlington, with the first three job sites located at the Salt 
~ Lake International Airport and last two job sites located elsewhere [R 712 Stip Fact 
1]. It was undisputed that Harrison had nothing to do with the Burlington project 
[R 771 lines 5-11]. Moulton filed a wage claim with the Commission in November 
2012 [R 713 Stip Fact 9] and the amount claimed of $2,441.50 which was 
stipulated to [R 712 Stip Fact 3]. 
TJ Enterprises & Acoustical, Inc. during 2012 was a Utah corporation and 
construction company owned by Ted Gurule [R 713 Stip Fact 4]. Integrita during 
2012 was a Utah limited liability company and construction company owned and 
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operated by Wendy Harrison and doing business as Design-Build Solutions [R 713 
Stip Facts 5 & 6]. Horizon, a corporation located in the state of Wisconsin was the 
General Contractor for the Red Onion, KSL and No Boundaries and provided the 
construction funds for the three projects [R 713 Stip Fact 12]. Integrita entered into 
construction contracts with Horizon for the three airport jobs [Stip Exh 2-4]. 
Horizon paid funds to Integrita in order for it to pay for labor and materials on the 
three airport jobs [R 713 Stip Fact 13]. Integrita would pay for materials [R 785 
lines 1-3] and then take 2 ½% off the balance and remit the remaining amount to 
Gurule [R 713 Stip Fact 14, R 784, R 785 lines 10-22 & R 767 lines 23-25]. 
Gurule was responsible for paying the labor [R 768 lines 2-3]. 
There were no written agreements between Harrison and Gurule for a joint 
venture or subcontractor relation [R 713 Stip Facts 7-8]. The business relation 
ended on October 2, 2012 when Harrison informed Gurule his services would no 
longer be required [R 717 ,I22, Stip Exh 5]. 
For security purposes the workers on the Horizon projects at the airport wore ~ 
badges with Integrita displayed on the badges [R 796 lines 10-14]. 
Gurule bore the risk of loss if he mistakenly estimated the project and there 
were insufficient monies to pay employees [R 768 lines 21-23]. The agreement 
called for him to bear the loss if, after payment of labor, there was a shortage [R 
721 2nd ,I]. The contracts with Horizon provided that Integrita bore the burden of 
6 
fixing defective work at no cost to Horizon [Stip Exh 2-4R716117]; thus, Integrita 
bore the risk of loss to fix defective work. Gurule bore no obligation to cure 
defective work. 
Gurule brought into the business relationship with Integrita "ability to hire 
men" [R 714-715 16] Gurule managed its employees on the airport projects, 
including Moulton [R 795 lines 12-23 & R 859 lines 8-21 ]. Gurule paid Moulton 
[Stip Exh 6 & R 716 'if21]. Moulton completed TJ Enterprises timesheets for his 
work [Stip Exh 9] Gurule provided the TJ Enterprises time card to Moulton [R770 
lines 12-25 R 771 Line 1] "Wendy didn't have the resources, it ended up that Ted 
had to use our employees to man her jobs . . . .. He did all the hiring and firing, etc. 
doing all the things a subcontractor would do." Letter signed by Gurule 
administrative assistant Shonnie McKissick [R 891 Line 8] and sent to Jennifer at 
the Labor Commission [R 900 Line 8] on 12/12/2012 [R 899 lines 22-25 & P Exh I 
first 1 second page] Integrita for 2012 issued a W-9 and 1099 to TJ Enterprises, as 
vJ required by Federal Law in this circumstance where lntegrita was paying funds to 
TJ Enterprises as a third party [P Exh B & R 752-756] so it could pay the 
employees working on the airport Horizon projects [R 767-768]. Gurule had 
WCF, TJ Enterprises' worker's compensation insurer issue insurance certificates to 
Integrita showing that TJ Enterprises maintained workers compensation insurance 
for its employees [P Exh H]. Moulton worked on and is seeking wages for the 
7 
Burlington project [Stip Exh 9] for TJ Enterprises that was admittedly unrelated to 
lntegrita [R 771 lines 5-11]. 
SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENTS 
Issue# I: The Trial Court erroneously concluded that Integrita's entitlement to 
take a flat fee of 2 ½% from the construction draws paid by Horizon to Integrita, 
with the balance going to Gurule, is sharing profits. The balance going to Gurule 
may have been insufficient to pay the labor costs of the construction workers as 
well as TJ Enterprises operation costs2 and in that instance there would be a loss if 
the insufficient amount exceeded the 2 ½% paid Integrita. This loss would be bore 
by Gurule and not shared with Integrita. On the other hand the amount paid by 
Integrita from the Horizon construction draws may have been in excess of the flat 
fee to Integrita of 2 ½%, cost of materials, cost of labor and operational costs of TJ 
Enterprises. This amount would actually by definition be "profit" and received by 
Gurule. Gurule would not share this profit with Harrison. 
The Court correctly found that Integrita was solely responsible for cost in 
the event of having to cure a defect as required under the contracts between 
Integrita and Horizon [R 716 ,r 17, Stip Exh 2-4] and the Court found Integrita alone 
would bear the loss in the case of cost of curing defect [R 721]. On the other hand, 
the Court concluded that Gurule would suffer the loss if the funds from Horizon 
2 TJ Enterprises maintained an office with two employees. [P Exh I last ,r page 1 
continuing to page 2] 
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were insufficient to fully pay his workers [R 721]. Thus, both the elements of 
sharing profit and sharing losses are non-existent and no joint venture existed. 
Issue #2: The Trial Court using U.C.A. §34-28-2(l){c) and URCP Rule 17(d) 
determined that an unincorporated association existed amongst TJ Enterprises and 
Integrita under the name of Integrita. However, instead of applying the definition 
of the statute itself, a "Definitions" statute, the Court relied on a definition from 
Black's Law Dictionary for defining "Employer." The Definition of Employer 
under U.C.A. §34-28-2(1)(c) defines an Employer as one who employs. See Heaps 
v. Nuriche, LLC, 345 P.3d 655 ,r,r14 & 15, 2015 UT 26 (Utah 2015). As stated by 
the Utah Supreme Court in Heaps v. Nuriche, LLC, id at ,rl4, we look to see who 
employed the person and in this case it was Gurule. Therefore, Integrita is not an 
association under the Statute. 
Issue #3: Wendy Harrison personally did not employ Moulton and therefore 
U.C.A. §34-28-2(1)(c) does not apply and she is not personally liable for 
~ Moulton's unpaid wages. See Heaps v. Nuriche, LLC, 345 P.3d 655 ,r,r14 & 15, 
2015 UT 26 (Utah 2015). 
Issue #4: The Contracts and liens between Integrita, LLC and Horizon did not 
expressly intend for Moulton to be a third party beneficiary; and, therefore 
Integrita is not liable for Moulton's unpaid wages pursuant to the contracts or liens. 
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ARGUMENT 
A. DISTRICT COURT ERRED IN DETERMINING INTEGRITA AND TJ 
ENTERPRISES OPERATED UNDER A JOINT VENTURE AGREEMENT 
The burden of proof to prove a joint venture under Utah law is by 
establishing that each and all five essential elements of a joint venture existed 
between Harrison and Gurule. Basset v. Baker, 530 P.2d 1, 2 (Utah 1974). 
" .... proof of each element of a joint venture must be presented when the existence 
of a joint venture is at issue." Ellsworth Paulsen Constr. Co. v. 51-SPR-L.L.C., 
183 P.3d 248, at Footnote 2 (UT 2008). 
The parties did not share profits. The parties did not share losses. As the 
relevant facts are not in dispute the matter becomes a legal issue as to whether the 
parties shared profits and if not - no joint venture. Or did the parties share losses 
and if not- no joint venture. 
We will start with what we respectively submit is an easier to distinguish 
element in this case, share of losses. The Court correctly found that Integrita was 
solely responsible for cost in the event of having to cure a defect as required under 
the contracts between Integrita and Horizon [R716 ,rt 7, Stip Exh 2-4] and the 
Court concluded Integrita alone would bear the loss in the case of cost of curing 
defect [R 721 ]. On the other hand the Court concluded that Gurule would suffer 
the loss if the funds from Horizon were insufficient to fully pay his workers [R 721 
10 
& R 7 68]. Thus, the element of sharing losses is non-existent and no joint venture 
existed. 
As for the requisite element of sharing profits we begin with the definition of 
~ "profits." "A common definition for 'profits' is 'the excess of returns over 
expenditures in a transaction or series of transactions."' Penelko, Inc. v. John Price 
~ Assoc., 642 P.2d 1229, 1234 (Utah 1982), ref. Webster's New Collegiate 
Dictionary (1 st Ed. 1973 ). In response to a line of questions from the Court on how 
Gurule was paid for his work on the subject airport projects Gurule responded: 
~ 
~ 
" ... .I would not get paid a salary, ..... only thing I would get ... she would take two 
and a half percent of every draw, I would take the rest and ... she would provide, 
.. .. [R 784 lines 22-25] She would provide all of the material, the suppliers, .... 
She was to carry insurances [R 785 lines 1-3]. Court inquired as to what Harrison 
would get and Gurule responded 2 ½% of whatever Integrita brought in. Court 
asked what would Gurule get after Integrita's 2 ½%. Gurule responds, "I would 
vJ get what's left over after all the bills are paid" [R 785 lines 10-22]. Gurule 
testified that in receiving funds after Harrison took 2 ½% [R 767 line 23-25] he 
received the balance to pay employees [R 768 lines 2-3] and that in receiving these 
payments, in the event there was insufficient monies to pay crew members, he 
would have accepted a loss [R 768 lines 21-23]. 
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The Utah Supreme Court in Vern Shutte & Sons v. J.R. Broadbent, et. al., 
473 P.2d 885, 887 (Utah 1970) citing Realty Development Company v. Feit, 387 
P.2d 898, 899 (Colorado 1963), "The court emphasized that the chief characteristic 
of a joint venture is a joint and not a several profit. The Court concluded that there ~ 
was no joint venture, where each party to the agreement would make a profit or 
sustain a loss without regard to the other's profit or loss." This is precisely the 
case at hand. Integrita received 2 ½% without regard to what Gurule received. 
Integrita alone could sustain a loss if curing a defect was costly, without regard to 
Gurule. If funds were insufficient to pay its men working at the airport, Gurule 
would sustain a loss without regard to Integrita. In summary, there was no sharing 
of profits and no sharing of losses and no joint venture. 
B. EVIDENCE SUPPORTING DECISION OF THE COURT THAT 
INTEGRITA WAS AN ASSOCIATION PURSUANT TO U.C.A. §34-28-
2(1)(c} 
Horizon would pay Integrita funds in order for Integrita to pay for labor and 
materials at the three airport jobs [Stip Facts Nos. 12 & 13]. 
The Airport contracts between Horizon and Integrita required Integrita to 
provide labor, materials and provide workers compensation and liability insurance 
[Stip Exh 2-4]. 
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The Airport contracts between Integrita and Horizon required a list of all 
suppliers and subcontractors who supplied material, labor and services. Integrita 
did not list Gurule as a subcontractor [Stip Exh 2-4]. 
Gurule testified at trial "since she had no employees or anything like that; I 
was to hire employees and hire men on - on our behalf for these particular 
projects" [R 785 lines 4-6] 
Question by Utah Labor Commission at trial: And those employees were 
doing work for Design-Build Solutions; correct? Harrison answer. Yes. [R859 
lines 22-24] 
Employees wore airport security badges with the name "Integrita." [R 796 
lines 10-14]. 
Moulton signed the Horizon daily sign in sheet under the company name 
"DBS" [Stip Exhibit 1 0]. 
C. THE DISTRICT ERRED IN DETERMINING THAT INTEGRIT A 
WAS AN ASSOCIATION UNDER U.C.A. §34-28-2(l)(c} 
In applying Utah Code Ann. §34-28-2(l)(c), the Trial Court concluded that 
Integrita and TJ Enterprises formed an unincorporated association under a common 
name, Integrita, LLC, dba Design-Build Solutions. The Utah Labor Commission 
as the proponent of this unincorporated association theory relied on Weber County 
v. Ogden Trece, 2013 UT 62,321 P.3d 1067 (Utah 2013) whereby the Utah 
13 
Supreme ruled that criminal gangs can be sued as an association under URCP Rule 
l 7(d). However, Rule l 7(d) is procedural and not substantive law. We look to the 
Statute itself for guidance. The Utah Supreme Court provides this guidance in the 
case of Heaps v. Nuriche, LLC, 345 P.3d 655 ,r,r14 & 15, 2015 UT 26 (Utah 2015). 4L.. 
114 "The statutory definition of employer includes 'every person, firm, partnership, 
association, corporation, receiver or other officer of a court of this state, and any 
agent or officer of any of the above-mentioned classes, employing any person in 
this state. ' UT AH CODE § 34-28-2( 1 )( c) ( emphasis added). While the phrase 
'agent or officer of any of the above-mentioned classes' encompasses a large group 
of individuals, that phrase is narrowed by the last clause of the definition. The last 
clause-'employing any person in this state'-modifies each of the terms in the 
preceding list. Thus, the statute limits the definition of employer to one who 
employs." The issue then becomes did Integrita employ Moulton and if the answer ~ 
is negative, then Integrita is not an association under this Statute. 
It is stipulated to by the parties that Gurule hired Moulton [R 712 ,r2 
Stipulated Facts]. Gurule brought into the business relationship with Integrita 
"ability to hire men" [R 714-715 ,r6] Gurule managed its employees on the airport 
projects, including Moulton [R 795 lines 12-23 & R 859 lines 8-21 ]. Gurule paid 
Moulton [Stip Exh 6 & R 716 ,r2 l]. Moulton completed T J Enterprises timesheets 
for his work [Stip Exh 9] Gurule provided the TJ Enterprises time card to Moulton 
14 
[R770 lines 12-25 R 771 Line l] "Wendy didn't have the resources, it ended up 
that Ted had to use our employees to man her jobs . . . .. He did all the hiring and 
firing, etc. doing all the things a subcontractor would do." Letter signed by Gurule 
administrative assistant Shonnie McKissick [R 891 Line 8] and sent to Jennifer at 
the Labor Commission [R 900 Line 8] on 12/12/2012 [R 899 lines 22-25 & P Exh I 
first~ second page] Integrita for 2012 issued a W-9 and 1099 to TJ Enterprises, as 
required by Federal Law in this circumstance where Integrita was paying funds to 
TJ Enterprises as a third party [P Exh B & R 752-756] so it could pay the 
employees working on the airport Horizon projects [R 767-768]. Gurule had 
WCF, TJ Enterprises' worker's compensation insurer issue insurance certificates to 
Integrita showing that TJ Enterprises maintained workers compensation insurance 
for its employees [P Exh H] The most definitive evidence that demonstrates that 
Moulton was the employee of Gurule is the fact that Moulton worked on and is 
seeking wages for the Burlington project [Stip Exh 9] for TJ Enterprises that was 
admittedly unrelated to Integrita [R 771 lines 5-11]. It is beyond reason and 
certainly no legal justification has been espoused to find that Harrison employed 
Moulton to work on a project Harrison had absolutely no control over, no relation 
to the work and there is no connection between Harrison and Burlington. Integrita 
did not employ Moulton and it is therefore not an association under Utah Code 
Ann. §34-28-2( I)( c ). 
15 
D. DISTRICT COURT ERRED IN DETERMINING WENDY HARRISON 
PERSONALLY LIABLE FOR MOUL TON'S UNPAID WAGES UNDER 
U.C.A. §34-28-2(l)(c) 
The Utah Supreme Court provides guidance as to the liability or non-liability 
of an agent of an entity in the case of Heaps v. Nuriche, LLC, 345 P.3d 6551114 & 
15, 2015 UT 26 (Utah 2015). ,rt 4 "The statutory definition of employer includes 
'every person, firm, partnership, association, corporation, receiver or other officer 
of a court of this state, and any agent or officer of any of the above-mentioned 
classes, employing any person in this state.' UTAH CODE§ 34-28-2(1)(c) 
(emphasis added). While the phrase 'agent or officer of any of the above-
mentioned classes' encompasses a large group of individuals, that phrase is 
narrowed by the last clause of the definition. The last clause-' employing any 
person in this state'-modifies each of the terms in the preceding list. In Heaps v. ~ 
Nuriche, LLC id. ,r15, the Court made it clear that an agent must personally be 
employing someone before liability under this Statute is applied. In this case, aside 
from the issue not being mentioned at trial until Closing Argument, there is not a 
scintilla of evidence presented at trial that Wendy Harrison personally employed 
Moulton and as such there is no legal/factual basis to find liability against her 
personal I y. 
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E. THE DISTRICT ERRED IN DETERMINING THAT INTEGRITA WAS 
LIABLE TO PAY WAGES TO MOULTON BASED UPON INTEGRITA'S 
CONTRACT WITH HORIZON 
Defendants in their respective pleadings did not make a claim that Moulton 
was a third party beneficiary under the contracts between Horizon and Integrita. 
No motion was filed making this claim and such claim was not raised at trial, 
allowing Petitioners an opportunity to defend. The Court sua ponte and after Trial 
reached its determination that Integrita was liable to Moulton for his wages 
pursuant to the contracts between Integrita and Horizon. 
Integrita, LLC agreed to indemnify Horizon for claims of bodily injury or 
~ 
property damage. [Stip Exh 2, 3 & 4] No reference is made to claims against 
Horizon for wages and more importantly there is no clear expression that the 
~ parties intended that Moulton was a third party beneficiary under the Contract. 
~ 
This indemnification provision of the Contracts between Integrita and Horizon 
states, "To the fullest extent permitted by law, the Subcontractor shall defend, 
indemnify and hold harmless the Contractor, Landlord, Tenant and the Owner, 
their agents, consultants, and employees from any and all claims for bodily injury 
and property damage that may arise from the performance of the Subcontractors 
Work or anyone employed directly or indirectly by any of them or by anyone for 
whose acts any of them may be liable" [Stip Exh 2-4 first page under 
v, 17 
"Indemnity"]. "[a] third party may claim a contract benefit only if the parties to 
the contract clearly express an intention to confer a separate and distinct benefit on 
the third party." Blosch v. Natixis Real Estate Capital, Inc. 311 P.3d 1042, 1045 
~11 (Utah App. 2013) citing Bybee v. Abdulla, 2008 UT 35 ~36, 189 P.3d 40 (Utah 
2008). "[t]he contract must be undertaken for [Moulton's] direct benefit and the 
contract itself must affirmatively make this intention clear." Blosch v Natixis, id. at 
page 1048 ~26 referring to, SME Indus., Inc. v. Thompson, Ventulett, Stainback & 
Assocs., Inc., 2001 UT 54, ~ 50, 28 P.3d 669 (emphasis added). 
The Court infers that since Integrita settled a case with Horizon nearly a year 
after Moulton performed his services and provided Horizon in that settlement lien 
waivers stating all wages were paid, gives Moulton a right to payment. Appellants 
submit again the legal premise that for Moulton to be a third party beneficiary of 
the lien waivers as part of the settlement agreement between Horizon and Integrita 
it would have had to be clear that he was an intended beneficiary of the settlement 
agreement. Blosch v. Natixis Real Estate Capital, Inc. id. at 1045. In summary, 
Moulton was not an intended third party beneficiary of the contracts between 
Integrita and Horizon or the lien waivers entered into as a result of litigation 
settlement about a year after Moulton' s claim. 
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CONCLUSION 
Integrita was not a joint venture party with TJ Enterprises as there was no 
sharing of profits, a prerequisite to a joint venture under Utah Law. Integrita was 
·--' not a joint venture party with TJ Enterprises as there was no sharing of losses, a 
prerequisite to a joint venture under Utah Law. 
Integrita at no time was employing Moulton ( which is highlighted by 
Moulton' s T J Enterprises time card showing claim of hours worked on an 
undisputed project, the "Burlington" project, unrelated to Integrita) and, therefore 
it could not be an "association" under U.C.A. §34-28-2(1)(c). 
Wendy Harrison at no time personally employed Moulton, and, therefore is 
not personally liable for his unpaid wages as an agent under U. C.A. §34-28-2( 1 )( c ). 
The Contracts and Liens between Horizon and Integrita did not expressly 
~ intend to provide any interest or benefit for Moulton and as a third party he has no 
claim against Horizon or Integrita under the Contracts or Liens. 
WHEREFORE this Court should reverse the lower Court Order and 
remand for a decision consistent with a determination that Harrison is not liable for 
Moulton' s unpaid wages. 
DATED this 2nd day of November 2015. 
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34-28-2. Definitions -- Unincorporated entities. 
(1) As used in this chapter: 
(a) "Commission" means the Labor Commission. 
(b) "Division" means the Division of Antidiscrimination and Labor. 
(c) "Employer" includes every person, firm, partnership, association, corporation, 
receiver or other officer of a court of this state, and any agent or officer of any of the 
above-mentioned classes, employing any person in this state. 
(d) "Unincorporated entity" means an entity organized or doing business in the 
state that is not: 
(i) an individual; 
(ii) a corporation; or 
(iii) publicly traded. 
(e) "Wages" means the amounts due the employee for labor or services, 
whether the amount is fixed or ascertained on a time, task, piece, commission basis or 
other method of calculating such amount. 
(2) (a) For purposes of this chapter, an unincorporated entity that is required to 
be licensed under Title 58, Chapter 55, Utah Construction Trades Licensing Act, is 
presumed to be the employer of each individual who, directly or indirectly, holds an 
ownership interest in the unincorporated entity. 
(b) Pursuant to rules made by the commission in accordance with Title 63G, 
Chapter 3, Utah Administrative Rulemaking Act, an unincorporated entity may rebut the 
presumption under Subsection (2)(a) for an individual by establishing by clear and 
convincing evidence that the individual: 
(i) is an active manager of the unincorporated entity; 
(ii) directly or indirectly holds at least an 8% ownership interest in the 
unincorporated entity; or 
define: 
(iii) is not subject to supervision or control in the performance of work by: 
(A) the unincorporated entity; or 
(B) a person with whom the unincorporated entity contracts. 
(c) As part of the rules made under Subsection (2)(b), the commission may 
(i) "active manager"; 
(ii) "directly or indirectly holds at least an 8% ownership interest"; and 
(iii) "subject to supervision or control in the performance of work." 
(d) The commission by rule made in accordance with Title 63G, Chapter 3, Utah 
Administrative Rulemaking Act, may establish a procedure, consistent with Section 
34-28-7, under which an unincorporated entity may seek approval of a mutual 
agreement to pay wages on non-regular paydays. 
Amended by Chapter 413, 2011 General Session 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, ST A TE OF UT AH 
INTER GRIT A, LLC, a Utah limited liability 
company, dba DESIGN-BUILD SOLUTIONS, 
WENDY HARRISON, an individual, and 
DESIGN-BUILD SOLUTIONS, LLC, a Uiah 
limited liability company, 
Petitioners, 
vs. 
UTAH LABOR COMMISSION, and SCOTT 
MOULTON, an individual, 
Respondents. 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS 
OF LAW AND ORDER 
CASE NO. 130905586 
Judge Robert P. Faust 
The above-entitled matter came before the Court for a Trial de Novo on November 12, 2014. 
David E. Ross represented the Petitioners and Ronald V. Ludlow represented the Respondents. 
BACKGROUND 
A Petition for Judicial Review of an Informal Adjudicatory Proceeding pursuant to Utah Code 
Ann. § 630-4-402 was filed on August 20, 2013. The Petitioners are appealing an Order to Pay a wage 
claim filed by Scott Moulton which was filed with the Labor Commission. The Labor Commission 
determined that Teddy Gurule, TJ Enterprises, Wendy Harrison, lntegrita, LLC, dba Design Build 
Solutions, and Design Build Solutions, LLC, were co-employers and responsible for Mr. Moulton's 
wages. 
Petitioners are seeking a detennination on the following issues: 
I. If the Petitioners were at any relevant time Mr. Moulton's employer; 
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2. If Ms. Harrison was a partner with Mr. Gurule and therefore personally liable for unpaid 
wages; 
3. If Design Build Solutions, LLC, was not in existence at the relevant time and therefore not 
liable for unpaid wages; and, 
4. If lntegrita, LLC, dba Design Build Solutions, entered into a joint venture with TJ 
Enterprises. 
The Court previously considered the manner of review for this case and issued a Memorandum 
Decision on May 12, 2014, that the trial de novo would be by witness testimony and documentary 
<d evidence and not by a review of the administrative record. 
The Petitioners' requested relief was to stay the administrative action and to set aside the agency 
action under Utah Code Ann.§ 630-4-404( l)(bXiii) and (b)(iv). Since the Labor Commission voluntarily 
vJ stayed the order pending the outcome of this trial, the request for a stay of the Order is moot. 
STIPULATED FACTS 
The parties stipulated to the following undisputed facts before trial: 
l. Scott Moulton worked on five job sites described as The Red Onion, No Boundaries, 
KSL, City Creek and Burlington, with the first three job sites located at the Salt Lake International 
Airport and last two job sites located elsewhere. 
2. Scott Moulton was hired by Ted Gurule in August 2012 and worked from September 3, 
2012 through September 18, 2012. 
3. Scott Moulton worked on those job sites for a total of 128.5 hours at his hourly rate of 
$19.00, earning $2,441.50. 
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4. TJ Enterprises & Acoustical, Inc. ("TJ Enterprises") during 2012 was a Utah corporation 
and construction company owned by Ted Gurule. 
S. lntegrita, LLC, ("lntegrita") during 2012 was a Utah limited liability company and 
construction company owned and operated by Wendy Harrison. 
6. lntegrita, LLC, had a dba "Design Build Solutions" under which name it did business 
with Horizon Retail Construction during 2012. 
7. No written subcontractor contract was executed between Wendy Harrison/Integrita, dba 
Design Build Solutions, and Teddy Gurule/f J Enterprises. 
8. No written partnership or joint venture contract was executed between Wendy 
Harrison/Integrita, dba Design Build Solutions, and Ted GuruleffJ Enterprises. 
9. Mr. Moulton filed a wage claim against Design Build Solutions and TJ Enterprises on 
November 18, 2012. 
10. UALD issued an order to pay on Mr. Moulton's wage claim on July 16, 2013. 
11. Design Build Solutions, LLC, was formed in January 2013. 
12. Horizon Retail Construction, Inc. ("Horizon"), a corporation located in the state of 
Wisconsin, was the General Contractor for the Red Onion, KSL and No Boundaries and provided the 
construction funds for the three projects. 
13. Horizon paid those funds to Integrita in order for it to pay for the labor and materials. 
14. lntegrita would take 2 ½% off each amount it paid to T J Enterprises. 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
After hearing testimony and receiving evidence, the Court makes the following findings of fact: 
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I. Holly A. Carling has been self-employed as a CPA since 1986. Wendy Harrison has been 
her client for accounting and tax purposes for fourteen years, including the 2012 tax year. Ms. Carling 
did not file any partnership tax returns for Wendy Harrison. Ms. Carling also did tax work for Integrita, 
LLC. 
2. Ms. Carling never met T.J. Gurule and she does not have any personal knowledge of any 
partnership conversations or actions between Ms. Harrison and Mr. Gurule. 
3. Ms. Harrison/lntegrita, dba Design Build Solutions, Roy Bosney and Mr. Gurule/fJ 
Enterprises held discussions with the intent of forming a joint venture or partnership for getting 
government contracts under minority provisions for women. Tr. pp. 43, 45, 48, 153-156. 
4. Mr. Gurule was initially contacted by Roy Bosney, who held a contractor's license, in 
2010 or 2011. Mr. Gurule testified Ms. Harrison was at ninety percent of all of the meetings in forming 
~ the relationship between them. It was agreed between the parties that Mr. Gurule would place his work 
contracts into Integrita which would have a minority status by virtue of Ms. Harrison being a female 
owner. Life insurance was obtained for all three individuals, Mr. Bosney, Ms. Harrison and Mr. Gurule. 
5. This business relationship between Ms. Harrison and Mr. Gurule started and carried on 
without a formal written agreement under the terms discussed in the various business meetings they held 
for ajoint venture. Tr. pp. 55. 
6. The arrangement between Ms. Harrison and Mr. Gurule was that work would be obtained 
by them under the lntegrita, LLC, dba Design Build Solutions, name. Tr. pp. 54. Ms. Harrison would 
provide the materials, carry the insurance, pay the bills, manage what she did, and provide the minority 
~ 
standing. Tr. pp. 47, 48, 54, 121-122, 1S5, 165. Mr. Gurule brought into the relationship equipment, 
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experience, and ability to hire men. Tr. pp. 54, I 56. Mr. Gurule's role was also to provide work 
estimates, manage the projects and be a partner. Tr. pp. 27-28, 46, 85, 12 I• I 23, I 27. 
7. Mr. Gurule did put two or three work projects under the lntegrita name. Tr. p. 52, 
8. The address of the offices of TJ Enterprises was also listed as a satellite office of 
Integrita. Def. Exhibit D, Tr. pp. 63, 169-170. 
9. Business and work documents were created using the lntegrita letterhead for 
correspondence for the work obtained with Ms. Harrison's knowledge. Tr. pp. 63, 154. 
10. Ms. McKissen, an employee with TJ Enterprises, testified she worked for 20 years for TJ 
Enterprises, and 2 and 1/2 years for Integrita/Design Build Solutions, Design Build Solutions/fl 
Enterprises. Tr. p. 152. 
11. Ms. McKissen testified she acted as the Administrative Assistant for Integrita when it 
joined with TJ Enterprises in 2011. Def. Exhibit D, Tr. pp. 155, 168. 
12. Ms. McKissen drafted two letters on Integrita letterhead announcing the joining of TJ 
Enterprises and Integrita, LLC, dba Design Build Solutions. Def Exhibit C, Tr. pp. 64, 157. These letters 
announcing the joining of TJ Enterprises and lntegrita, LLC, were sent out by mail and email to clients by 
Ms. McKissen. Tr. pp. 64, 157. 
13. Work Contracts at the Salt Lake City Airport were obtained by Ms. Harrison and Mr. 
Gurule. The contracts for the work at the Airport were between Horizon, as the general contractor, and 
Integrita, LLC, dba Design Build Solutions, as a subcontractor. Exhibits 2-4, Tr. p. 115. 
14. The employees working at the Airport projects wore security badges under the lntegrita 
name, not under TJ Enterprises. Tr. pp. 58, 78. 
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15. The Airport contracts required the subcontractor lntegrita, LLC, dba Design Build 
Solutions, to furnish labor and materials. Exhibits 2-4, p. I, Tr. p. 117. 
16. The Airport contracts required lntegrita, LLC, dba Design Build Solutions, to carry 
liability insurance and workers compensation insurance. Exhibits 2-4, p. I, Tr. p. I 17. lntegrita, LLC, 
dba Design Build Solutions, provided documents showing liability and workers compensation insurance 
for the contracts to Horizon. Tr. pp. 39, 117. 
17. The Airport contracts required any defective work to be corrected at no cost by Integrita, 
LLC, dba Design Build Solutions. Exhibits 2•4, p. 2, Tr. pp. 67, 79, 118. 
vi 18. The Airport contracts were all signed by Wendy Harrison for Integrita, LLC, dba Design 
Build Solutions, and lists her as President of that company. Exhibits 2-4, p. 8, Tr. pp. 117, 119. 120, 144. 
19. The Airport contracts allowed for second tier subcontractors with written permission of 
I@ Horizon. Exhibits 2-4, p. 2. The Airport contracts provide an area for listing suppliers and subcontractors. 
Exhibits 2-4, p. 7, Tr. p. I I 9. TJ Enterprises was not listed as a subcontractor of lntegrita, LLC, dba 
Design Build Solutions, on the contracts. Exhibits 2-4, p. 7, Tr. pp. 68-69, 115, 119. 
20. Mr. Gurule prepared billings for materials and labor for submission to Horizon for the 
Airport work and those billings were in Integrita 's name. Tr. pp. 40, 60, 122. 
21. After monies were received from Horizon for the work done on the Airport jobs by 
lntegrita, Ms. Harrison would take two and one-half percent (2 ½ %) and pass the rest of the money to 
Mr. Gurule under the TJ Enterprises name. TJ Enterprises was the entity used to get the money to 
employees for their work. Tr. pp. 62, 92. Ms. Harrison and Mr. Gurule agreed to use his company's bank 
accounts to pay the bills. 
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22. The business relationship between Mr. Gurule and Ms. Harrison ended when Ms. 
Harrison sent a letter dated October 2, 20 I 2 to Mr. Gurule informing him that his services were no longer 
required. Exhibit S. 
23. Mr. Gurule left the equipment and men working on the Airport jobs with Integrita after 
receiving the letter dated October 2, 20 I 2. Tr. p. 42. 
24. When their business relationship ended, T J Enterprises was owed an estimated $123,000 
by Integrita, LLC, dba Design Build Solutions. Tr. pp. 70, 128. Employees were not paid by TJ 
Enterprises because Ms. Harrison/lntegrita, LLC, dba Design Build Solutions, would not pay the 
outstanding monies. Tr. p. 70. 
2S. The projects at the Salt Lake Airport with Horizon ended in January 2013. Tr. p. 128. 
The monies owed on the Airport projects were not paid to lntegrita, LLC, dba Design Build Solutions, by 
Horizon by January 31, 2013. Tr. p. 129. 
26. Integrita, LLC, dba Design Build Solutions, sued Horizon for $135,000 for the unpaid 
monies. Def. Exhibit A. This suit was settled for $106,000 and waivers of liens were signed. Def. Exhibit 
B. 
27. Wendy Harrison signed the notarized sworn waivers of lien for all projects at the Airport. 
Def. Exhibit B, Tr. pp. I 34-135. 
28. Those lien waivers covered the projects worked on by Mr. Moulton and for which he had 
not been fully paid. Tr. pp. l3S-137. 
29. The signed lien waivers were to settle with Horizon any outstanding costs, materials and 
labor on the Airport projects. Tr. pp. 137, 139. 
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30. Ms. Harrison knew in November 2012 that wage claims were filed against Integrit~ 
LLC, dba Design Build Solutions. Tr. p. 147. 
3 I. Design Build Solutions, LLC, was formed by Ms. Harrison in January 2013 to shorten 
the name, for doing construction, and the name was picked to capture the goodwill of the existing 
lntegrita, LLC, dba Design Build Solutions. Tr. pp. 145, 148. The company is intended to be used once 
Ms. Harrison has her own contractor's license but it has yet to do any business. 
32. While the Court heard evidence from Ms. Harrison refuting some of the testimony of Mr. 
Gurule, in assessing the testimony of both Mr. Gurule and Ms. Harrison, the Court determines Mr. 
4a Gurule's evidence was more persuasive and gives weight to his testimony. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
Based on the stipulated facts, admitted evidence, and the testimony and submissions by the 
~ parties, the Court concludes the following: 
Association and Joint Venture 
A business association is a broad business classification. An association is defined as "a 
gathering of people for a common purpose ... an unincorporated business organization that is not a legal 
entity separate from the persons who compose it." Black's Law Dictionary, Seventh Edition. 
Integrita, LLC, dba Design Build Solutions, and TJ Enterprises were engaged in a common 
purpose of performing construction work at the Salt Lake City Airport for Horizon, the general 
contractor. Mr. Moulton worked on those projects and was not paid for his labor. 
The contracts with Horizon were in the name of lntegrita. LLC, dba Design Build Solutions, and 
all work was carried on in that name. TJ Enterprises provided billing to Horizon under Integrita's name 
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and also acted as an estimator under the lntegrita name. Ms. Harrison also acted under the Integrita name 
by receiving monies for work performed and distributing that money to suppliers and TJ Enterprises. The 
monies received for that work were distributed to the two entities by agreement. Based upon these facts, 
the Court concludes lntegrita, LLC, dba Design Build Solutions, and TJ Enterprises were an 
unincorporated association and as such Utah Code Ann. § 34-28-2(3) holds them jointly liable for the 
unpaid wages of Mr. Moulton. 
A joint venture is a relationship voluntarily entered into by the parties and may be proven by the 
actions taken by the parties. Betenson v. Call Auto & Equipment Sales, 645 P .2d 684, 686 (Utah 1982). 
The elements regarding a joint venture are: "( 1) a community of interest in the performance of the 
common purpose; (2) a joint proprietary interest in the subject matter; (3) a mutual right to control; ( 4) a 
right to share in the profits; and, (5) unless there is an agreement to the contrary, a duty to share in any 
losses which may be sustained." Rogers v. M 0. Bitner Co., 738 P.2d 1029 (Utah 1987), and Basset v. 
Baker, 530 P.2d l, 2 (Utah 1974 ). 
The Court concludes there was a joint venture as well between lntegrita, LLC, dba Design Build 
Solutions, and TJ Enterprises because the parties combined their property, money, effects, skill, labor and 
knowledge to perform work and get paid for the same. In this case, Ms. Harrison/lntegrita, LLC, dba 
Design Build Solutions, and Mr. Gurule/fJ Enterprises had the intent to form a joint venture and had 
entered into discussions about that. The paperwork for that joint venture never materialized but other 
actions such as obtaining work together, obtaining life insurance, and sending notices to the public 
regarding their relationship were done. 
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These two entities were both engaged in pursuing and performing construction work, including 
obtaining contracts with Horizon Retail at the Salt Lake City Airport which they jointly accomplished and 
were paid for by Horizon. Horizon paid monies to lntegrita, LLC, dba Design Build Solutions, where this 
money was split between the two entities with 2 ½ % going to Integrita, LLC, dba Design Build 
Solutions, and the rest going to TJ Enterprises. Thus, lntegrita, LLC, dba Design Build Solutions, and TJ 
Enterprises had a community of interest in obtaining and satisfactorily performing construction work, 
they shared the money from the work, and they each had the right to control various aspects of the work 
contract. 
Mr. Gurule signed over contracts to the business relationship that were put in the lntegrita name. 
He also provided tools, expertise, and his reputation. Ms. Harrison provided her minority status as a 
woman, and the business name under which the work was performed. Each of these are a proprietary 
interest belonging to the respective individuals, which they combined for the common purpose of 
construction work under the business relationship and each entity had a proprietary interest in the joint 
endeavor at the Airport. 
Mr. Gurule and Ms. Harrison mutually controlled the work. Both had managerial responsibilities 
and interacted with Horizon about the work being perfonned. Mr. Gurule prepared billings and submitted 
them to Horizon. Ms. Harrison controlled the distribution of money. Key person life insurance was taken 
out on each other where Ms. Harrison listed Mr. Gurule as a ususiness Partner." There was a mutual right 
to control of the projects. 
The contracts with Horizon Retail were in the name of lntegrita, LLC, dba Design Build 
Solutions. As the contractee, Ms. Harrison/ lntegrita, LLC, dba Design Build Solutions, was entitled to 
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profits that might arise from performance of the contract. The parties agreed to 2 ½ % percent of the 
monies received going to Ms. Harrison, with the balance going to Mr. Gurule. This agreement entitled 
Mr. Gurule to profits, if any, after he had paid the labor of employees. This agreement does not alter the 
fact that as the contractee, Ms. Harrison/lntegrita, LLC, dba Design Build Solutions, was entitled to a 
share of the profits from the contract and in fact took 2 ½ percent as a cap on her profits. The agreement 
only structures Ms. Harrison's/lntegrita, LLC. dba Design Build Solutions, share of the profits as an up-
front payment of fixed portion, rather than a more speculative portion received after all cost payments 
were made. Mr. Gurule agreed to obtain his right to the share of profits by retaining any monies after 
payment of wages. There was a right to share in the profits of the contracts between Ms. Harrison/ 
lntegrita, LLC, dba Design Build Solutions, and Mr. GuruleffJ Enterprises. 
Mr. Gurule bore the risk of loss if he had mistakenly estimated the project. The agreement called 
for him to bear the loss if, after payment of labor, there was a shortage. However, Ms. Harrison/lntegrita, 
LLC, dba Design Build Solutions, had a duty to share in losses. The contracts with Horizon Retail 
specifically provided that the contractee bore the burden of fixing defective work at no cost to the General 
Contractor. As the contractee, Ms. Harrison/lntegrita, LLC, dba Design Build Solutions, bore the risk of 
loss from having to fix defective work. Under Bassali, the actions of lntegrita, LLC, dba Design Build 
Solutions, and TJ Enterprises were a joint venture. As a joint venture, Utah Code Ann. § 34-28-2(3) holds 
them jointly liable for the unpaid wages of Mr. Moulton. 
Personal Liability 
Utah Code Ann. § 34-28-2(3) holds any agent or officer of any finn, association, or joint venture 
liable for the payment of unpaid wages. Ms Harrison held herself out as the president of Integrita, LLC, 
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dba Design Build Solutions, when she entered into the contracts with Horizon Retail. She managed the 
contracts and interacted with Horizon personnel about the performance of work. She accepted and 
disbursed monies for the contract. Ms. Harrison was an officer of lntegrita and an agent of the joint 
venture. Horizon discussed with her the unpaid wages, and entered into a settlement of unpaid monies 
with her. Ms. Harrison acted as an agent of the joint venture and is personally liable for payment of wages 
under Utah Code Ann. § 34-28-2(3 ). 
Successor Business 
The question before the Court is whether Design Build Solutions, LLC, is liable for unpaid wages 
of lntegrita, LLC, dba Design Build Solutions, as a mere continuation of lntegrita, LLC, dba Design Build 
Solutions. A mere continuation traditionally requires a continuation of ownership and control. A.R 
Tee1ers & Assoc., Inc. v. Eastman Kodak Co., 836 P.2d 1034, )039-40 (Ct. App. 1992). The purpose of 
the mere continuation doctrine is to prevent parties from simply reincarnating a business under a different 
name to escape liability. 
Successorship liability for unpaid wages in this case is viewed in the light of national labor law. 
lJJ The Federal common law successorship doctrine extends to almost every employment law statute.' 
Under that doctrine a succe~sor business is held liable for the predecessor's obligations where (I) the 
successor had notice of the claim before acquisition; and (2) there was substantial continuity in the 
1 Steinbach v. Hubbard, 51 F.3d 843, 845 (9111 Cir. 1995)(citing Golden State Bottling Co. v. NLRB, 414 U.S. 168 ( 1973) 
(NLRA); Upholsltrers' Int'/ Union Pension Fund v. Artistic Furniture of Pontiac, 920 F.2d 1323 (7th Cir. I 990){Multiemployer 
Pension Plan Amendments Act ("MPP AA .. )); Sec'y of labor v. Mullins, 888 F.2d 1448 (D.C.Cir.1989) (Mine Safety and Health 
Act); Criswell v. Delta Air lines, Inc .. 868 F.2d 1093 (9th Cir.1989) (Age Discrimination in Employment Act)~ Trustees for 
Alaska Laborers-Construction Indus. Health & Sec. Fund v. Ferrell, 812 F.2d 5 l 2 (9th Cir.1987) (ERJSA); Musiklwamba v. 
ESS/, lnc.,160 F.2d 740 (7th Cir.1985) (explaining that imposition of successor liability is to ensure that an employee's statutory 
rights are not .. vitiated by the mere fact of a sudden change in the employer's business"); Bates v. Pac. Mar. Ass'n, 744 F.2d 10S 
(9th Cir.1984). 
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operation of the business before and after the sale. Steinbach v. Hubbard, 5 I F.3d 843, 845 (9th Cir. 
1995). 
Ms. Harrison/lntegrita, LLC, dba Design Build Solutions, knew in November 2012 that wage claims 
had been filed naming them as liable parties. Design Build Solutions, LLC, was formed in January 2013. 
The Order to Pay from the Labor Commission was issued July 16, 2013. Ms. Harrison/lntegrita, LLC, dba 
Design Build Solutions, had notice of the claim prior to the formation of Design Build Solutions. 
Ms. Harrison testified that the purpose of forming Design Build Solutions, LLC, was to shorten 
the name from Integrita, LLC, dba Design Build Solutions, and the name was chosen for the purpose of 
capturing the goodwill of Integrita, LLC, dba Design Build Solutions. Design Build Solutions, LLC, has 
the same ownership, and is in the same business of construction as Integrita, LLC, dba Design Build 
Solutions. Ms. Harrison testified that Design Build Solutions, LLC, had not performed any work and she 
was going to use it when she obtained her contractor's license. Further, there is no legal restriction that 
prevents using Design Build Solutions, LLC, to do work now performed as lntegrita, LLC, dba Design 
Build Solutions. 
Nonnally, a successor business is not liable for the debts of its predecessor except where the 
successor company is a mere continuation of the predecessor company, or where the transaction is entered 
into in order to escape liability. Decius v. Action Collection Service, Inc., l 05 P.3d 956, 958-959 (Utah 
App. 2005). A company falling under the mere continuation exception has the same ownership and 
control by the successor as the predecessor. Id. 
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The Court concludes for the reasons set for the above, Design Build Solutions, LLC, is a mere 
continuation of Integrita, LLC, dba Design Build Solutions, and is liable for the unpaid wages of 
Integrita, LLC, dba Design Build Solutions. 
Contract Obligation 
This case is also subject to interpretation of the wage liability of the Petitioners by the contracts 
entered into with Horizon. Contracts are interpreted by the four comers rule where the intent of the 
contract is detennined within the four comers of the contract document. The contracts for the projects Mr. 
Moulton worked on at the Airport were between Horizon Retail Construction, Inc. and lntegrita, LLC, 
dba Design Build Solutions. Those contracts provide that lntegrita, LLC, dba Design Build Solutions, was 
to provide the labor for the contract. There was a provision in the contract for a second tier subcontractor 
with written pennission of Horizon. No written pennission was obtained from Horizon for TJ Enterprises 
~ to act as a second tier subcontractor. Therefore, the responsibility for labor was entirely on lntegrita, LLC, 
dba Design Build Solutions. 
The contract required Integrita, LLC, dba Design Build Solutions, to "defend, indemnify, and 
~ hold harmless the Contractor, its sureties, and the Owner, from ... all claims for payment filed, ... by 
any third party alleging or claiming non-payment for ... labor" (Exhibit I, p.2 Liens). 
Ms. Harrison/lntegrita, LLC, dba Design Build Solutions, sued Horizon for unpaid monies, and 
settled that suit for$ I 06,000. Ms. Harrison signed lien waivers for that settlement for each of the projects 
at the Airport, including the ones for which Mr. Moulton worked. 
The settlement lien waivers specifically state that uall labor materials and services committed for 
~ 
have been fully paid". Ms. Harrison testified the lien waivers were to settle with Horizon for any 
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outstanding costs, materials and labor. (Tr. pp. 13 7, I 39), and that the liens cover the entire time of the 
projects. 
By the terms of the original contract and the tenns of the settlement lien waivers, Integrita, LLC, 
dba Design Build Solutions, was liable for the payment of outstanding wage claims. By its contractual 
agreements with Horizon, Integrita, LLC, dba Design Build Solutions, is liable for the unpaid wages of 
Mr. Moulton. 
ORDER 
The Court having received evidence and testimony on this case, finds that the Petitioners: 
Integrita, LLC, dba Design Build Solutions; Wendy Harrison; and, Design Build Solutions are liable for 
the unpaid wages of Mr. Moulton as "employers" as defined in Utah Code Ann. §34-28-1 er seq. The 
Court affinns the Labor Commission's Order to Pay. 
DATED this$1:~ day of January, 20 I 5. 
BY THE COURT: 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I mailed/emailed a true and correct copy of the foregoing Findings of Fact 
and Conclusions of Law and Order, to the following, thi~~ day of January, 2015: 
David E. Ross II 
Attorney for Petitioners 
1912 Sidewinder Drive, Suite 209 
Park City, Utah 84060 
deross2@msn.com 
Ronald V. Ludlow 
Assistant Attorney General 
Attorney for Respondent Utah Labor Commission 
P.O. Box 140857 
160 East 300 South, Fifth Floor 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-085 7 
rludlow@utah.gov 
n-Build Solutions 
Fax: 
Contact: 
Vendor ID #: 1001935 
Job Start: 08/03/2012 
JOB SCOPE: 
SUBCONTRACT NO. 25120359- 02 
08/3/2012 
Project# 25-12-0359 
09260/ Metal Stud & Drywall 
No Boundries 
ace# T2-2 
ruben horizonretail.com 
Furnish labor, materials, tools, equipment, supervision and insurance as required to complete all metal studs, 
drywall and finish taping per plans, specifications, local codes and mall requirements. 
Supply labor and material to complete metal stud and drywall, drywall finishing, furnish and installation of fire rated 
wood backing at storefront, installation of all non electrical and mechanical all thread and unistrudt, installation of Opto 
system, installation of millwork provided wood beam. Misc carpentry work. 
STORE & MALL CLEAN-UP: 
Subcontractors are responsible for their own clean up. If Horizon Retail Construction has to perform clean up on the job site / 
LLD property, the subcontractor responsible for this will incur a cost of $75/hr, which will be deducted from their Subcontract. If 
Horizon Retail Construction has to subcontract the clean up, the total amount of that Construction Contracts/invoice plus an 
administrative fee of 10% will be back-charged to your Construction Contracts/Invoice. If the LLD does not allow a dumpster to 
be placed on site, subcontractors will be required to haul their own debris off site, otherwise this will result in back-charges. 
INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS: 
Before commencing the Subcontract Work, and as a condition of payment, the Subcontractor shall purchase and maintain 
insurance having the minimum limits as follows: 
(a) Workers Compensation Insurance - A worker's compensation policy shall be in-force with limits of $500,000 bodily 
injury by accident each accident, $500,000 bodily injury by disease each employee, $500,000 bodily injury by disease policy 
limit. A Comp Alternative Plan with a combined limit of $1,000,000 for medical and indemnity benefits is acceptable in place of a 
worker's compensation insurance policy. Coverage must be extended to include sole proprietors, partners, and executive 
officers. 
(b) Comprehensive General Liability Insurance - Each occurrence limit $1,000,000, Personal and advertising injury limit 
$1,000,000, Fire damage limit $100,000, Products completed operations aggregate limit $2,000,000, General aggregate limit 
$2,000,000, Medical expenses, any one person $5,000. Subcontractor's policy must contain a per-project aggregate. 
(c) Comprehensive Automobile Liability Insurance Combined single limit $1,000,000 for property damage and bodily 
injury. Policy must include coverage for non-owned automobile liability coverage and hired vehicle coverage. 
Such coverage shall be maintained in form and with companies having a minimum AM Best rating of A- VII. 
Before commencing work, Subcontractor shall provide to the contractor, certificates of insurance naming contractor as an 
additional insured on a primary and non-contributory basis, for Commercial General Liability policy, Commercial Automobile 
policy and Umbrella policy. The general liability policy shall utilize ISO Form CG 20 10 7/04 and CG 20 37 7/04 or the equivalent. 
All policies shall also contain a waiver of subrogation in favor of Contractor. Policies shall provide for at least (30) thirty days 
notice of cancellation of any insurance to contractor. 
INDEMNITY 
To the fullest extent permitted by law, the Subcontractor shall ·defend, indemnify and hold harmless the Contractor, Landlord, 
Tenant and the Owner, their agents, consultants, and employees from any and all claims for bodily injury and property damage 
that may arise from the performance of the Subcontractors Work or anyone employed directly or indirectly by any of them or by 
anyone for whose acts any of them may be lrable. 
WAIVER OF SUBROGATION 
The Contractor and Subcontractor waive all rights against each other, the Owner, Landlord, Tenant and the Architect/Engineer, 
and any of their respective consultants. subcontractors and sub-subcontractors, agents and employees, to recover damages to 
the extent covered and paid by the proceeds of a builders risk policy, excluding such rights as they may have to receive such 
insurance proceeds. Subcontractor shall require similar waivers from its subcontractors. 
LIENS/LIEN WAIVERS 
Integrita LLC dba Design-Build Solutions 
No Boundries, Salt Lake City, UT 
PROJECT# 25-12-0359 02 
As a condition precedent to payment. in connection with all 1nvo1ces er applications fer payr:ient (including progress paymen:3 
and final payment). Subcontractor shall deliver to Contractor original executed and notarized waivers of all lien rights for all 
work, equipment, labor, services, supplies and materials for which payment is being sought, including waivers from 
Subcontractor and from all of its subcontractors and material suppliers for whose work payment is being sought. 
Contractor may withhold payment to Subcontractor until all such original executed lien waivers have been delivered to and 
received by Contractor. Subcontractor shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless the Contractor, its sureties, and the Owner, 
from any and all liens or other claims for payment filed, made or asserted by any third person alleging or claiming non-payment 
for work, labor, materials, equipment, supplies, or services furnished or performed as part of Subcontractor's work. 
Subcontractor shall, at its own expense, promptly discharge, satisfy or remove any and all such liens by payment, bonding, or 
other means. 
SAFETY RULES/REGULATIONS 
Subcontractor agrees to be responsible that its agents, representatives, employees, suppliers and subcontractors strictly comply 
with all safety requirements. The Work is to be pursued in a safe manner at all times taking all necessary precautions to avoid 
injuries to the public and to the workmen. All laws. ordinances, codes, rules and regulations relative to safety and the prevention 
of accidents shall be complied with as well as the Occupational Safety & Health Act of 1970, as amended. The subcontractor 
does assume all responsibilities of Horizon Retail Construction, Inc. with respect to the Work under this Construction Contracts. 
and indemnifies and holds Horizon Retail Construction, Inc. harmless from all penalties, damages or other losses resulting from 
failure of subcontractor and those for whom it is responsible to comply with this paragraph; Subcontractor provides Horizon 
Retail Construction, Inc. with a detail written report of every accident occurring in connection with its Work where the interests of 
Horizon Retail Construction, Inc. and the owner or other contractors may be involved. The said report shall be furnished to 
Horizon Retail Construction, Inc. within three (3) days after the occurrence. Possession, distribution, or consumption of alcohol 
and/or illegal drugs is prohibited on the jobsite. Reporting to work under the influence of alcohol or illegal drugs is not permitted. 
If a subcontractor employee is determined to have breached the terms and conditions of Horizon Retail Construction, lnc.'s 
alcohol and illegal drug policy, the employee in question shall be removed from the site immediately, and will not be allowed 
back on the site without express written permission by Horizon Retail Construction, Inc. 
DELIVERY AND MATERIAL MANAGEMENT 
Subcontractor agrees to take responsibility of all materials, whether Owner supplied or Subcontractor provided as it relates to 
their scope of work. This includes, but is not limited to, ordering, inventory, inspecting, delivery, and unloading of all material 
from the closest point of delivery to the final installation. 
WARRANTIES 
Subcontractor warrants that all materials furnished under this Agreement shall be new, of good quality, free from defects, and in 
conformance with the contract documents. Subcontractor warrants that all of its work shall be performed in a workmanlike 
manner, in conformance with the contract documents and with prevailing industry standards, and free from defects in 
workmanship and materials. Subcontractor shall, upon demand, promptly correct any of its work that is defective or not in 
compliance with the contract documents, at no additional cost to Contractor or to the Owner. Subcontractor shall bear all costs 
associated with correcting such defective work, including all costs of uncovering its work and of any additional inspections and 
testing, and Subcontractor shall indemnify Contractor and Owner for all costs and damages incurred by Contractor or Owner due 
to such defect. For a period of one year following the date of acceptance of the Project by Owner, Subcontractor agrees to 
remedy all urgent warranty items that may affect the functionality of the site the work was performed on within 24 
hours. Additionally, Subcontractor agrees to remedy all warranty items that do not fall within the urgent category 
within 3 working days. Subcontractor shall bear all costs associated with the correction of its defective work with said one year 
period, and shall indemnify the Contractor and Owner for all costs and damages incurred by Contractor or Owner due to such 
defects. 
OTHER 
Subcontractor shall not sublet or assign this contract nor sell or assign the proceeds of this contract without the prior written 
consent of Horizon Retail Construction, and any such subletting or assignment without Horizon's written consent shall be 
considered null and void. Horizon shall have the right to assign this Subcontract without the consent of Subcontractor. 
Subcontractors that fail to adhere to the construction schedule and/or superintendent's schedule will be served with a faxed 24-
hour "NOTICE TO MAN THE JOB". IF YOU FAIL TO MAN THE JOB AFTER RECEIVING SUCH NOTICE, YOU WILL BE 
TERMINATED IMMEDIATELY and may be liable for any additional costs incurred in order to complete the agreed upon work. 
GOVERNING LAW AND VENUE 
This agreement shall be governed by, and construed in accordance with, the laws of the state of Wisconsin. The parties agree (L... 
that any and all disputes in any way arising from this Construction Contracts or from either parties· performance hereunder shall 
be decided in the Circuit Court of Racine County, Wisconsin. Subcontractor hereby consents to the jurisdiction of said court, and 
further waives all objections to such jurisdiction. 
1500 Horizon Drive Sturtevant \VI 53177 262-638-6000 phone 262-638-6015 fax ~ 
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Integrita LLC dba Design-Build Solutions 
No Boundries, Salt Lake City, UT 
PROJECT# 25-12-0359 02 
This Subcontract must be signed and returned before any work is performed. 
Subcontractor will be held to the following additional requirements: 
1. Before and as a condition of receiving the first draw. which can be no more than 50% of contract amount, the 
subcontractor is required to list all material suppliers that may provide material or supplies on the job on form titled 
Suoolier list on Horizon Retail Construction Project as well as sign the Declaration at the bottom of this form declaring 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
the information to be true and correct. 
Before and as a condition of receiving the more than 50% of contract amount, the subcontractor will need to provide 
final unconditional material lien waivers from all material suppliers used. 
At the discretion of Horizon Retail Construction. the subcontractor may be requested to update the form titled Supplier 
List on Horizon Retail Construction Project as well as sign the Declaration at the bottom of this form before receiving 
either the second or final draw on this project. 
Do NOT hold retention; Invoice 100% or per terms of Subcontract, or your invoice will be rejected. 
Payment for all work completed under this construction contract shall be paid as follows: 
100% Upon Completion 
CHANGE ORDER PROCEDURE: 
1. Additional work WILL NOT be authorized in the field. 
2. To obtain a signed change order you must forward a detailed proposal including cost breakdown into man hours and 
material in a timely manner. 
3. A written change order signed by Matt Busch. prior to doing any extra work is required for payment. Consideration for 
any work over the original contract amount without a written change order signed by Matt Busch will be null & void. 
Description 
Metal Stud & Drywall 
Total 
CONTRACT AMOUNT 
Amount 
$31,650.00 
$31,650.00 
ALL AMOUNTS INVOICED SHOULD INCLUDE APPLICABLE SALES/ USE TAX AND AMOUNTS SHOULD BE 
SEPARATELY STATED. 
SUBCONTRACTOR DATES 
COMMENCEMENT DATE 8/3/2012 
ROUGH INSPECTION DATE 
FINAL COMPLETION DATE 9/21/2012 
MATERIAL DELIVERED BY 
PAYMENT TERMS/ CONTRACT ACCEPTANCE: 
I agree to the scope of work, payment terms, insurance requirements and change order procedures as stated in this 
Construction Contracts. THIS COMPLETED AND SIGNED CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS TOGETHER WITH YOUR 
INSURANCE CERTIFICATE & W9 MUST BE RECEIVED BEFORE COMENCING THE SUBCONTRACTED WORK. --::> 
.:,{- .4mc7f/.D/'nt:?V7"' #U;nlE~-;e,,, ~JUt;"77;-.e€S ~ /,Oe?u. e:>(./cfP- B1h?,t..J!he_, ~/ht/CW~~ /,V -rH1.:- oo.oy b~ -m~ 
43,<~-~-
Matt Busch 
Signature of Vendor Required r Payment / Date ~ 20/'2-. 
Federal ID # >-fl:- ISl 3~ 11 
Name that corresponds to Federal ID: e:r:d 1-b:J.d~ ~ts....U · 
lntegrita LLC dba Design-Build Solutions. 
Subcontract #:25-12-0359- 02 
Horizon makes every effort to issue payment within 30-45 days from invoice RECEIPT DATE. Failure to provide requested 
documentation or to properly invoice will result in delays of payment. All payments to subcontractor are contingent and not due 
until the project owner's fulfillment, including payment. of their contract obligations with Horizon Retail Construction, Inc. Horizon 
Retail Construction, Inc. reserves the right to make payment only after receiving corresponding payment from the owner. 
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Invoice Requirements for Horizon Retail Construction, Inc. 
• Job Information on Invoice (Subcontracts#, Job#, & site address.) 
• 100% Invoice per Subcontract including Approved Change Orders; do NOT hold 
Retention! 
• Finance charges cannot be invoiced 
• Duplicate Invoices will not be processed 
• Statements will not be processed 
• Invoices must include your complete address and/or remit address, including phone# 
and a contact person. 
• Signed Subcontracts must be received in our office before work commences. 
• Federal Form W9 with Federal ID number or SSN # must be submitted before 
payment can be issued. 
• Certificate of General Liability Insurance listing Horizon Retail Construction as 
Certificate Holder AND Additional Insured is REQUIRED and must be submitted 
before payment can be issued, per attached sample. Horizon Retail Construction will 
NOT be responsible for any fees you incur for obtaining correct insurance. 
• 
• 
Notarized, Conditional Waiver of Lien must be returned with your first application for 
payment - if requested. Not all clients require conditional waivers. We only require 
this from those that do and we will notify you if needed. 
A supplier list for Subcontracts is required. Final releases from suppliers will be 
required before final payment can be issued to Subcontractor. 
All documents may be faxed or emailed (unless otherwise noted that originals are needed) to 
Lynn Michelau at (262) 865-6163 or lynnm@horizonretail.com 
**If your documents are acceptable by fax or email, 
please do not mail originals** 
Thank you. 
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CHANGE ORDER POLICY 
Per the terms of our Subcontract, 
NO CHANGE ORDERS WILL BE PAID 
UNLESS YOU HA VE A 
SPECIFIC, WRITTEN, CHANGE ORDER 
FROM Matt Busch AT HORIZON! 
Field Superintendents are NOT allowed to authorize Change Orders!! 
Please call the Project Manager, Matt Busch at 
(262) 865-6114, should you have any questions! 
AGAIN, CHANGE ORDERS 
WILL NOT BE PAID UNLESS A 
WRITTEN CHANGE ORDER, 
FROM THE HORIZON OFFICE, 
IS EXECUTED. 
NO EXCEPTIONS!!! 
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Horizon 
RETAIL CONSTRUCTION, INC. 
NOTICE TO ALL SUB 
CONTRACTORS 
Per paragraph one of your Subcontract; you must clean up 
all debris from your work daily. If you fail to do so, your 
0 10an r,-n ·n,r;ll "ho r1on° .f.o.,,. Y""',U anr1 Y""',, .,.w;n ;v-.,-.l,-'"' ,.._,.,.,.,t ,-,.+ vl.v l. u_p VY l. U\..I U .1 v .1. .1 V , U VU 111 lUL, l1 a. L,U;:, Ul 
$75 .00/hr minimum 2 hours, which will be deducted fron1 
your Subcontract. If we have to subcontract the clean up, 
you will incur the total amount charged plus 10% 
administrative fee. 
This will be deducted from your Subcontract 
NO EXCEPTIONS 
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Supplier and Subcontractor List on Horizon Retail Construction Project 
Company Name: lntegrita LLC dba Design-Build Solutions 
Address: P.O Box 682214 Park City, UT 84068 
Project Name & Location: 3770 W. Terminal Drive Salt Lake City, UT 84116 
viP Below are the names and addresses of suppliers, subcontractors and equipment rental 
companies who supplied material, labor and services on the project identified above. (All 
suppliers and subcontractors who provided material or worked on the above job must be listed 
below. If NONE, so state). If material was taken from stock, so state and indicate how payment 
is being made. 
Company Name Address City/ State Phone What Supplied Value 
w,tJR.oc sp; -..3:>2.£ Q· 94 0 Wal '5'a./f /,,:dac ~~r, u-r. 8&/- n£-989D· 
Declaration Under the Penalty of Perjury 
The undersigned declares that the suppliers, subcontractor and equipment rental companies 
listed above provided all the material, labor and services on the above referenced project with 
the exception of the material that came out of the company's stock. The undersigned further 
warrants that all material that came out of stock has been paid for in full. 
The purpose of preparing this list and declaration is to induce Horizon Retail Construction, Inc. 
to pay the full balance due on the contract without withholding any sum for suppliers that may be 
due money for the material or services they provide on the above referenced project. I declare 
under the penalty of perjury that I have read the foregoing and it is true and correct to the best of 
my knowledge, information and belief. I do hereby agree that all payments received from the 
General Contractor are a trust fund to be applied first for the purpose of paying all lawful claims 
for labor and/or materials arising out of, or in connection with the contract, or the work performed 
there under and I will apply such funds received first to the payment of claims, as a foresaid, 
before using any part thereof for any other purpose. 
Dated: ,~ud q~, ZLil7,,,- c-----:;,<:--< ~ . fsitlature] 
~\/~15&0• 
1Name Printed] 
Please return to: Lynn Michelau by fax: (262) 865-6163 or by email at: 
lynnm@horizonretail.com 
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lntegrita LLC dba Design-Build Solutions 
P.O Box 682214 
Park City, UT, 84068 
(435) 513-6111 
OUT OF STOCK MATERIAL CERTIFICATION 
TO: HORIZON RETAIL CONSTRUCTION, INC 
PROJECT INFORMATION: 25-12-0359 
PROJECT# 25-12-0359 
3770 W. Terminal Drive, Salt Lake City, UT, 84116 
The undersigned Subcontractor herby certifies that materials and supplies used on the above 
improvement/Project were not purchased or acquired from a Material man or Supplier, but were 
furnished by Subcontractor, from his own supplies or warehouse. In addition, the undersigned 
warrants that all materials and labor placed by Subcontractor in the foresaid premises are free 
from any claims, liens, and encumbrances, and that payment has been made by the 
undersigned to all people working on the job entitles to compensation and to all material man 
who may have supplied and/or delivered thereto. 
Dated this q--H- day of ..dr-:Jus1: , 20.E:_ · 
Material out of paid Stock: 
Company Name: lntegrita LLC dba Design-Build Solutions 
Title: C"d~/aezc/7: 
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Attachment Number 1 
AMENDMENT TO SUBCONTRACT AGREEMENT 
AMENDMENT NUMBER 1 
.In reference to the Subcontract No.~5 )QO 3~-£t-~z made by and between Horizon 
Retail Construction, Inc. ("Contractor") and lntegrita LLC dba Design Build Solutions 
("Subcontractor") and dated O<il / lJ 9 /2c12.:: ~ such agreement is hereby amended to include 
~ J 
the following. 
1. Paragraph two of the above referenced agreement makes reference to "structural steel 
furnishes and install." For purposes of clarification this statement makes reference to 
Cold Metal Framing (structural gage steel stud metal framing). 
2. The last sentence of paragraph 2 shall be amended such that the Contractor will provide 
a dumpster on site for Subcontractor to use. If there is a cost for use of said dumpster it 
will be agreed upon prior to the start of work on the project which is the subject of the 
agreement. 
3. Paragraph eight will be amended to allow for the Subcontractor to make monthly 
applications for payment condition upon Contractor receiving Conditional Waivers of 
Liens from all Lien Claimants. Prior to final payment (retention) Subcontractor will 
4. 
5. 
6. 
provide Final Lien Waivers from all Lien Claimants. 
Paragraph eight (Warranties) shall be modified to include the following language. 
11Subcontractor agrees to remedy all urgent warranty items that may affect the 
functionality of the site the work was performed on within 24 hours to the extent it is 
possible to do so." 
Paragraph eight which deals with "Governing Law and Venue" will be amended as 
follows: 11This agreement shall be governed by, and construed in accordance with, the 
laws of the state of Utah. The Circuit Court of Salt Lake County, Utah will be the court of 
jurisdiction. 
Item number 4 on page two of said agreement shall be amended as follows: Final 
payment for all work completed under this construction contract shall be paid as follows: 
Monthly Progress Payments will be made based on an agreed upon schedule of values 
which will reflect the materials stored and work performed for the previous month. Final 
payment will be made when Subcontractor's work is completed and accepted by the 
Owner and Contractor and or beneficial occupancy whichever comes first. 
7. All dates shall be modified based on the execution date of the Agreement and this 
Amendment. 
The undersigned agree that the terms of this amendment are hereby agreed to and made 
effective as of the 9.,.,.,. day of AH,q".-ls 1 , 201,t ~rt · } 
Horizon Retail Construction, Inc. (Contractor) 
By ______________ _ 
Its, ______________ _ 
lntegrita LLC dba Design Build Solutions 
~~ . By,~=, 
Its, Cfi.!:'S.1.ve-,u-r . 
